One of the common quality parameters for drinking water is residual aluminium. High doses of residual aluminium in drinking water or water used in the food industry have been proved to be at least a minor health risk or even to increase the risk of more serious health effects, and cause economic losses to the water treatment plant. In this study, the trend index is developed from scaled measurement data to detect a warning of changes in residual aluminium level in drinking water. The scaling is based on monotonously increasing, non-linear functions, which are generated with generalized norms and moments. Triangular episodes are classified with the trend index and its derivative. The severity of the situations is evaluated by deviation indices. The trend episodes and the deviation indices provide good tools for detecting changes in water quality and for process control.
INTRODUCTION
The residual aluminium concentration in drinking water is affected by raw water temperature, raw water KMnO 4 (potassium permanganate), Al/KMnO 4 -ratio, silicate concentration, pH of coagulation and raw water pH, and it is also proportional to the turbidity of water (Driscoll & Letter- The quality of the data analysis or modelling of the water treatment process depends highly on the quality of the source dataset. The dataset must fully represent the full spectrum of all possible conditions. For instance, the temperature of surface water varies depending on the season of the year and 
Statistical background of non-linear scaling
The expected value, E, of a random variable, X, is a central concept in probability and statistics. The moments, M, can be defined around some central value, e.g. the mean, median and mode. Variance Var(X) ¼ σ 2 X can be represented by
The positive square root of the variance σ X , the standard deviation, is used more often since it has the same dimension as the variable in question. Dimensionless features can be obtained by normalizing the moments, for example, by stan- A norm defined by
where α ∈ R is the order of the derivative, the order of the moment p ∈ R is non-zero. The signal is measured continuously and the analysis is based on consecutive equally sized for the generalized norms it holds that The normalized moments in (2) are here generalized by replacing the expectation value with the norm (3) as the central value
where σ X is calculated about the origin, and k is a positive integer (Juuso & Lahdelma ).
Non-linear scaling in modelling
The main concepts used in this section are presented in Mathematically, the non-linear scaling consists of two second order polynomials: one for negative values, X j ∈ [À2, 0Þ, and one for positive values, The coefficients of the polynomials are defined using the corner points of the feasible range
Tuning As the membership definitions are used in a continuous form, the functions f À j (X j ) and f þ j (X j ) should be monotonous, increasing functions in order to produce realizable systems.
In order to keep the functions monotonous and increasing, the derivatives of the functions f 
are both in the range [1/3, 3] . If needed, corrections are done by changing the core area, the support area or the centre point. The coefficients of the polynomials can now be calculated as
where Δc 
Corner points with generalized moments and norms
The value range of x j is divided into two parts by the central tendency value c j and the core area (as presented in 
Trend indices applied
Trend analysis provides an indirect measurement for high level control. For any variable x j trend index I T j (k) is calculated from the scaled values X j
which is based on the means obtained for a short and a long The severity of the situation can be evaluated by a deviation index
This index has its highest absolute values, when the difference from zero is very large and is getting still larger with a rapidly increasing speed (Juuso et al. ) . This can be understood as an additional dimension in Figure 1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, trend analysis was used to detect changes in the residual aluminium level, one of the most common quality parameters of drinking water, and the operation conditions which affect it. The method of analysis can be used as well for any other quality parameter or measurement in a WTP. The increased residual aluminium level in distributed drinking water can cause health effects to consumers and financial losses to the WTP, so it is vital to be able to respond as early as possible to the changes of water quality and operate the process accordingly. It has been found that the residual aluminium level can be predicted using raw 
